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PROJECT SUMMARY 
The District Department of Transportation has submitted for Commission review a proposal for 
lighting improvements to the Francis Scott Key Memorial Bridge (Key Bridge), which links 
Georgetown in Washington, DC with Rosslyn in Arlington, VA. The eight-span bridge (five on 
water; three on land) carries six lanes of U.S. Route 29 traffic over the Potomac River, and also 
crosses over George Washington Memorial Parkway on the Virginia side, and the Whitehurst 
Freeway and Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National Historical Park (C&O Canal) in Washington. 
It was constructed between 1917 and 1923, and is listed in the National Register of Historic Places 
(National Register) for its engineering significance. The George Washington Memorial Parkway 
and C&O Canal are also listed in the National Register. 
 
The lighting project is intended to enhance nighttime views of the bridge and accentuate its unique 
architectural features. The proposed lighting would be installed in various locations along the 
underside of the bridge, and would be separate from the existing lights on the bridge surface. The 
proposal includes four distinct lighting configurations, which can be summarized as follows: 

 
• Concept 1: Lighting of large arches and small arches 
• Concept 2: Lighting of large arches and piers 
• Concept 3: Lighting of small arches and piers 
• Concept 4: Lighting of large arches, small arches, and piers 

 
The project also includes a proposal for color lighting associated with Concept 4. 
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KEY INFORMATION 

• The Francis Scott Key Memorial Bridge was constructed between 1917 and 1923, and is 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It is also sits adjacent to, or crosses over, 
several historic properties. 

• The eight-span bridge crosses over the Potomac River, as well as several land features 
including the C&O Canal, the Whitehurst Freeway, and the George Washington Memorial 
Parkway. 

• The bridge can also be seen from several prominent sites, such as Georgetown Waterfront 
Park, Washington Harbour, Theodore Roosevelt Island, Mount Vernon Trail, and the John 
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. There are no views of the bridge from the 
Monumental Core, except from the observation deck of the Washington Monument. 

• The proposal includes four lighting configurations that illuminate different bridge features, 
including the large arches, small arches, and piers. It also includes a proposal for color 
lighting. 

• The lighting of the bridge piers would be upward along the bridge footings, while the large 
and small arches would be illuminated from recessed areas within the structure. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
The Commission: 
 
Comments favorably on the proposed project, noting that the lighting will enhance nighttime 
views of the Francis Scott Key Memorial Bridge (Key Bridge) and accentuate its unique 
architectural features for public enjoyment. 
 
Notes that the Key Bridge is one of two major bridges into Washington that is listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

 
Lighting Concepts 
 
Notes that the renderings provided in the project submission focus exclusively on the proposed 
bridge lighting schemes, and do not realistically depict the proposal within the context of 
existing lighting in the surrounding area. 

 
Finds that upward pier lighting, as shown in Concepts 2, 3, and 4, could create light pollution 
that could adversely affect dark night skies, bird migration, and air traffic, as well as cultural 
landscapes or the visitor experience at adjacent federal properties. 
 
Finds that lighting of both the large and small arches, as shown in Concepts 1 and 4, 
successfully illuminates the unique architectural features of the bridge, which is a stated goal of 
the project. 
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Requests that the applicant conduct additional analysis regarding the potential impact (direct and 
cumulative) of illumination on natural systems, flight paths, and the historic character of adjacent 
federal properties and other prominent sites within the viewshed. 
 
Historic Preservation 
 
Notes that the lighting fixtures and mounting equipment proposed for the bridge piers are larger 
than those proposed for the large arches, and mounted in more visible locations along the top of 
the bridge footings. 
 
Requests that the applicant use lighting fixtures and mounting equipment that are not easily 
visible from most vantage points, and are reversible to avoid long-term impacts to the historic 
fabric of the structure.  
 
Requests that the applicant work with the DC State Historic Preservation Office and consulting 
parties in the Section 106 process to pursue a lighting option (placement and color) that results in 
a finding of “No Adverse Effect” for the project. Should the applicant identify a solution that 
includes color lighting with “No Adverse Effect,” a management plan should be developed with 
affected parties that outlines specific guidelines for the frequency and duration of color lighting 
use. 

PROJECT REVIEW TIMELINE 

Previous actions 
 

None 

Remaining actions 
(anticipated) 

– Preliminary and Final Review (schedule TBD) 

 

PROJECT ANALYSIS 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Staff has evaluated the submitted materials, and overall finds that the proposed lighting 
modifications would greatly improve the nighttime prominence and visibility of the Francis Scott 
Key Memorial Bridge, which is one of the most iconic, historically significant bridges in 
Washington. The proposal would highlight the unique architectural features of the bridge, and 
would provide residents and visitors with a new visual experience from the Georgetown waterfront 
and other important activity centers in the area. Accordingly, staff recommends that the 
Commission comments favorably on the proposed project, noting that the lighting will 
enhance nighttime views of the bridge and accentuate its unique architectural features for 
public enjoyment.  
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Several of the proposed lighting options, however, contain specific design details that may not 
comply with the Federal Elements of the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. In 
particular, the upward lighting proposed for the bridge piers in many options could cause light 
pollution, and a proposal for color lighting could have adverse impacts on the historic integrity of 
the bridge. Staff is providing several recommendations that seek to address these impacts and help 
the project meet the larger goals of the Comprehensive Plan. These recommendations are 
described in the analysis below. 
 
Analysis 
 
The Key Bridge is one of approximately ten bridges or bridge complexes that allow vehicular 
access to and from the city of Washington across the Potomac and Anacostia Rivers, and, along 
with the Arlington Memorial Bridge, is one of only two bridges listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places (National Register). Listed in the National Register in 1996, the Key Bridge is 
recognized as a significant engineering achievement for its elegant and simple classical design, 
with eight large arch spans and spandrels containing two, three, or four smaller arches. The bridge 
sits immediately adjacent to the Georgetown Historic District, and is visible from several other 
historic areas and prominent sites. It is also identified as a “gateway” in the Urban Design element 
of the Comprehensive Plan, which indicates that the bridge is a major entry into the city. 
 
Lighting Concepts 
 
The proposal under consideration includes four main concepts—each of which propose a different 
lighting scheme focused around the three primary components of the bridge structure: the large 
arch spans, the small arches, and the bridge piers. The application includes renderings of each 
option, which staff has used to evaluate the proposals, though it is important to note that the 
renderings focus exclusively on the proposed bridge lighting schemes, and do not realistically 
depict the proposal within the context of existing lighting in the surrounding area. 
Consequently, staff review and recommendations are focused on the renderings as presented in the 
submission, and not the relationship between the proposed lighting levels and overall illumination 
from adjacent light sources. 
 
Based on the renderings provided, staff finds that the concepts that include lighting of both the 
large and small arches, as included in Concepts 1 and 4, most effectively meet the project goal of 
enhancing nighttime views of the bridge and accentuating its unique architectural features. These 
concepts provide sufficient contrast between light and dark to give the bridge structure depth, and 
highlight the architectural details that make the bridge significant. Staff believes that, without the 
illumination of these elements, it would difficult to adequately convey the importance of the bridge 
design, particularly from more distant vantage points. Accordingly, staff recommends that the 
Commission finds that lighting of both the large and small arches, as shown in Concepts 1 
and 4, successfully illuminates the unique architectural features of the bridge, which is a 
stated goal of the project. 
 
Among the proposed concepts, staff finds concepts proposing illumination of the bridge piers, 
including Concepts 2, 3, and 4, have the greatest potential to cause light pollution. The Federal 
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Environment element of the Comprehensive Plan includes specific guidance related to light 
pollution, which the plan emphasizes should be avoided to the extent practicable. The proposal for 
upward lighting, as proposed for the piers, has the potential to cause light spillage, which can 
disrupt natural systems and adversely affect dark night skies. While upward lighting is not 
proposed for the arch that spans the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal National Historical Park, 
excessive light trespass could also cause unintentional impacts on cultural landscapes or the visitor 
experience at other adjacent federal properties, including the George Washington Memorial 
Parkway. Accordingly, staff recommends that the Commission finds that upward pier lighting, 
as shown in in Concepts 2, 3, and 4, could create light pollution that could adversely affect 
dark night skies, bird migration, and air traffic, as well as cultural landscapes or the visitor 
experience at adjacent federal properties. 
 
As noted, the staff assessment above is based exclusively on the renderings provided in the 
application, and more information is needed to make an informed decision regarding the effects of 
ambient light on the bridge itself and other topics of concern. Accordingly, for future submissions, 
staff recommends that the Commission requests that the applicant conduct additional analysis 
regarding the potential impact (direct and cumulative) of illumination on natural systems, 
flight paths, and the historic character of adjacent federal properties and other prominent 
sites within the viewshed. The applicant has noted that the project team has filed documentation 
with the Federal Aviation Administration, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers to identify any potential impacts to pilots, boaters, and navigational aids on the river. 
 
Historic Preservation 
 
In addition to the proposed lighting concepts, the applicant has included with the submission a 
proposal to include color lighting associated with Concept 4 (lighting of large arches, small arches, 
and piers). The submission notes that color lighting could be used to celebrate holidays and special 
events, generate interest in Georgetown and the city, and attract visitors to the neighborhood. It 
also notes that certain supporters of this color light option suggest a management plan that sets 
guidelines for the use of color lighting. The applicant included a summary of public and agency 
comments in its submission, which indicates that there are conflicting opinions on the inclusion of 
a color lighting option. 
 
In its research, staff has found that the Commission has approved bridge lighting in the past, 
including the use of color lighting. A proposal for architectural lighting of the (non-historic) 
Francis Case Memorial Bridge included downward lighting of the piers, and blue lighting along 
the southern edge of the bridge—away from the monumental core, per an earlier review by the 
U.S. Commission of Fine Arts—which was intended to provide an interesting visual element to 
support new activity along the redeveloped waterfront. In its concept review of the project, the 
Commission asked the applicant to consider the placement, intensity, and programming of lighting 
as to not detract from important views of the monumental core, but included no specificity 
regarding color lighting. The Commission ultimately approved the lighting scheme, including the 
blue lighting along the south side of the bridge. 
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The historic nature of the Key Bridge, however, makes it relatively unique among bridges in 
Washington. The only other National Register-listed bridge is the Arlington Memorial Bridge, 
which does not have any architectural lighting, and as previously noted, the Key Bridge spans two 
National Register-listed properties, and is visible from other prominent sites. Consequently, staff 
believes that it is critically important that the applicant consider the potential impact of lighting on 
the historic integrity of the bridge itself, and on other adjacent properties. Accordingly, staff 
recommends that the Commission requests that the applicant work with the DC SHPO and 
consulting parties in the Section 106 process to pursue a lighting option (placement and 
color) that results in a finding of “No Adverse Effect” for the project. Should the applicant 
identify a solution that includes color lighting with “No Adverse Effect,” a management plan 
should be developed with affected parties that outlines specific guidelines for the frequency 
and duration of color lighting use. 
 
Staff also supports efforts to minimize visual clutter and avoid any lasting physical impacts on the 
character-defining features of the bridge structure. While most of the proposed lighting would be 
installed in recessed areas of the bridge structure, the proposal indicates that the lighting fixtures 
and mounting equipment proposed for the bridge piers would be larger than those proposed 
for the large arches, and mounted in more visible locations along the top of the bridge 
footings. To ensure that any visual impacts are avoided to the extent practicable, staff recommends 
that the Commission requests that the applicant use lighting fixtures and mounting equipment 
that are not easily visible from most vantage points, and are reversible to avoid long-term 
impacts to the historic fabric of the structure. 

CONFORMANCE TO EXISTING PLANS, POLICIES AND RELATED GUIDANCE 
 
Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital 
 
The Key Bridge Architectural Lighting project is generally consistent with the policies established 
in the Federal Elements of the Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital, though, as noted in 
the analysis above, there are outstanding concerns related to the Federal Environment and Historic 
Preservation. These have been referenced throughout the analysis, but generally related to the set 
of policies under FE.J.1 in the Federal Environment element, and policies HP.A.9 and HP.C.1 in 
the Historic Preservation element. 
 
National Historic Preservation Act 
 
The Federal Highway Administration initiated Section 106 consultation in a letter to the DC SHPO 
on July 27, 2017. The project team notified additional government agencies, including the Virginia 
SHPO, the NPS, NCPC, and the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) on August 14, 2017, and 
additional consulting parties were notified on September 11, 2017. Three meetings were held with 
consulting parties, including NCPC, to introduce the project, share renderings of the concepts to 
solicit primary feedback, and identify additional project considerations to further enhance and 
refine the concepts. Upon completion of applicable review stages, the applicant will select a final 
concept and request concurrent from the DC SHPO on a Determination of Effect.  
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Because the Commission has an advisory authority in the review of this project, it does not have 
an independent responsibility under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(NHPA). 
 
National Environmental Policy Act 
  
The applicant has tentatively determined that the project is eligible for a categorical exclusion from 
detailed analysis under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). However, per NEPA 
regulations for the Federal Highway Administration, an environmental study would be needed if 
the project results in a Finding of Adverse Effect under Section 106 of the NHPA. 
 
Because the Commission has an advisory authority in the review of this project, it does not have 
an independent responsibility under NEPA. 

CONSULTATION 
 
Coordinating Committee 
 
Without objection, the Coordinating Committee forwarded the proposed comments on concept 
design to the Commission with the statement that the proposal has been coordinated with all 
participating agencies. NPS noted that its comments to the applicant requested removal of color 
lighting options. The SHPO is coordinating on this project subject to the completion of review 
under Section 106 of the NHPA. 
 
U.S. Commission of Fine Arts 
 
The applicant has submitted the project for review by the Old Georgetown Board at its meeting on 
December 7, 2017, and plans to submit the project for concept review by the U.S. Commission of 
Fine Arts at its meeting on January 18, 2018. 
 
ONLINE REFERENCE 
 
The following supporting documents for this project are available online: 
 

• Project Synopsis 
• Submission Letter 
• Submission Materials 

 
 
 

Prepared by John Gerbich 
11/14/2017 
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Project Information

Project summary:
The District Department of Transportation has submitted for Commission review a proposal for lighting improvements to the Francis Scott Key 
Memorial Bridge that links Georgetown in Washington, DC with Rosslyn in Arlington, VA across the Potomac River. The project is intended to enhance 
nighttime views and accentuate the bridge’s unique architectural features. The lighting would be installed on the bridge’s underside, and would be 
separate from the existing lights on the bridge surface. The bridge was constructed in 1923, and was listed on the National Register of Historic Places 
for its engineering significance. The majority of the bridge spans the Potomac River, but also crosses over several NPS properties, including George 
Washington Memorial Parkway and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal.

The proposal includes four distinct lighting configurations (slide 9), which can be summarized as follows:
1. Lighting of large arches and small arches
2. Lighting of large arches and piers
3. Lighting of small arches and piers
4. Lighting of large arches, small arches, and piers

The project also includes an proposal for color lighting associated with Option 4 (slide 14).

Commission meeting date: December 7, 2017

NCPC review authority: 40 U.S.C. § 8722(b)(1)

Applicant request: Approval of Comments on Concept Design

Delegated / consent / open / executive session: Open Session

NCPC Review officer: J. Gerbich

NCPC File number: 7931
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Project Location
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Viewshed Analysis – Overview
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Viewshed Analysis
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Viewshed Analysis
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Viewshed Analysis
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Viewshed Analysis
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Concept Rendering – Northeast Shoreline
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Concept Rendering (Detail)
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Concept Rendering – Whitehurst Freeway (West)
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Concept Rendering – George Washington Memorial Parkway (East)
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Concept Rendering – Northeast Shoreline (Distant)
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Concept Rendering – Color Lighting (Concept 4)
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Architectural Drawing – Overview
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Architectural Drawing – Typical Arch (Elevation)
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Architectural Drawing – Typical Arch (Lighting Plan)
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Architectural Drawing – Typical Arch (Axonometric)
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Architectural Drawing – GWMP Arch (Elevation)
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Architectural Drawing – GWMP Arch (Lighting Plan)
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Architectural Drawing – GWMP Arch (Axonometric)
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Architectural Drawing – Whitehurst Fwy Arch (Elevation)
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Architectural Drawing – Whitehurst Fwy Arch (Lighting Plan)
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Architectural Drawing – Whitehurst Fwy Arch (Axonometric)
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Architectural Drawing – C&O Canal Arch (Elevation)
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Architectural Drawing – C&O Canal Arch (Lighting Plan)
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Architectural Drawing – C&O Canal Arch (Axonometric)
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Fixtures and Fencing
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2015 Concept Renderings
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Bridge Lighting Precedents
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